
Outside or 
in the Ballroom!



Step 1: Join the Game
Everyone joins the game by taking a team 

selfie and inputting a team name. 



Step 2: Locate Activity Hotspots
We will drop activity hotspots across the location of your choice. You can 
start and finish the activity from any venue you choose. Each hotspot will 
activate via GPS when teams are in a 5 meter radius of the location. The 
aim of the game is to activate as many hotspots as possible, in any order, 

and complete challenges within in return for points.



Step 3: Taskbar
Once you and your team activate a hotspot, the tasks appear in the 

taskbar below. They will remain there until completed meaning you can 
gather tasks and complete them in any order you choose. Keep an eye 

out for location specific tasks though as they may need you to find 
something in the hotspot’s specific location!



Step 4 : Live Scoreboard
Keeping competitive spirits high, teams can see how many points they 

have compared to others with our live scoreboard. Your event manager 
will hide this 30 minutes before the end of the activity and reveal the 

winning team in a grand finale that evening.



Photo & Video Challenges
For the most fun loving, energetic and competitive teams out there our 

hilarious photo and video challenges are always the event’s highlight. We 
edit these into a wrap movie to show at the end of the event for you to 
download to enjoy time and again! These are examples of our “awkward 

family photo,” and our “air guitar video” challenges!



Location Tasks
Engage teams with tasks, trivia, challenges and questions all about the 

park’s history, heritage and culture. We develop all experiences to contain 
a varied style of content resulting in something for everyone, meaning 

each member of the team will have their chance to shine!



Tailored Tasks for your Group
You tell us what you like and we will include a variety of themed 

questions and challenges in your game to suit. Here is an example of a 
hilarious and popular food related photo challenge! We also offer 
company specific content like we designed for Coca Cola below.



We also offer indoor options...
Should the weather prove inclement on the day we can flip your game to 

be a museum, venue or Escape concept all taking place indoors using 
interactive maps, image recognition and augmented reality technology.



Augmented Reality
AR adds another interactive element to the custom gameplay we can 

develop for you. When a specified image is scanned, hidden media will 
appear over the top of it. Click the play button below to see an 

augmented reality task in action.



Image Recognition
Scan-to-Unlock

GPS isn’t an option for indoor events 
or areas of a city where the skyscape 
is built up.  Which is why we use our 

unique in-built ‘Scan-to-Unlock’ 
technology where players will have 
to scan a plaque, a sign or a logo or 
anything you like to unlock a task.

Our ‘Scan-to-Unlock’ technology 
takes the place of the GPS and 

creates an equally interactive and 
location specific challenge in any 

indoor location you choose. 



Outdoor Scavenger Hunt

Outdoor Scavenger Hunt Style Adventures through cities, 
towns, and almost anywhere. 
The best way to explore and interact with your local 
surroundings in a fun and competitive team building.
Teams compete to answer more questions found in the 
local setting and about the local culture, take videos and 
creative pictures, and have the most fun!
Our software calculates winners, shows an online 
scoreboard, combines pictures intro a slide show, and 
makes available all modern technology has to offer.  
Flexible Pricing $29 to $99 per person. 
Three options to meet your specific needs:
1. Fully Staffed
     • iPads ready to go, Bandanas , Awards Ceremony
2. Fully Staffed + Download to your Phones/Tablets
     • Bandanas, Awards Ceremony
3. Self Run + Online Staff. 
     • Download to your Phones/Tablets
All Options Include:
• GPS Hot Spot Technology 
• Photos and Videos
• Link to Slide Show
• Live Scoreboards
Available Upgrades:
• IR Scan Technology 
• Augmented Reality
• Your Branding in Game
• Feedback Response Questions

....And so much more!

Indoor Customized Adventure

Indoor Customized Adventures and Produced Games 
available in the ballroom or at the office. 
Gamify your meeting to add fun, interaction, engagement, 
and get feedback from participants about meeting themes, 
content, or anything.
Our technology allows you to gamify your entire meeting, or 
simply add fun team building into the meeting schedule right 
in the ballroom.
Complete challenges and fun trivia at the table or get 
people moving around!
• IR Scan Technology: Turn the ballroom, conference 

center, resort or office into an interactive scavenger 
hunt style adventure, or an interactive learning 
environment! 

• Brand the game and add feedback questions to get 
input from your audience that can be tabulated and 
displayed in real time. 

• Share your employees efforts and fuel social media 
marketing with automatic social media sharing within 
the app.

• Link meetings together with ongoing games that can 
span a year, a quarter, or the entire year.

• Create ongoing competitions between regions, 
departments, locations or whatever works for your 
group.

Add a prebuilt game for effortless entertainment 
seamlessly included in your agenda.

• Trivia Competitions
• Charity Team Building - Donate in Real Time
• Spy School
• Escape Room on a Tablet
• Around the World - A digital journey!

Endless possibilities to connect your people.


